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Introduction: The Cassini Radar has discovered 

features of relatively high topography that we refer to 

as mountains [1]. These mountainous features are 

widespread and cover 12% of the Synthetic Aperture 

Radar (SAR) image swaths (TA-T30) of Titan’s sur-

face [2]. More SAR image swaths (T43-T71) have 

since been obtained, from May 2008 to July 2010. 

Among these mountainous features, which are radar-

bright in texture, are long, linear ridges, elevated 

blocks which stand generally isolated, and hummocky 

terrain, wherein multiply adjacent peaks extend across 

vast regions. Titan’s mountainous features have been 

interpreted to have several origins, including erosional 

and tectonic [1,3]. Radebaugh et al. [4] discussed that 

mountains in Xanadu have morphologies consistent 

with compressional and extensional tectonics, and Mi-

tri et al. [5] modeled several sets of ridges as forming 

due to contractional tectonism. These results reveal 

Titan as the only icy satellite in the solar system on 

which contraction is the predominant style of tectonism 

(Figure 1). Thus, in order to better understand the tec-

tonic and erosional processes on Titan, the characteri-

zation of mountain area, distribution and height are 

important to define these origins and mechanisms. 

 
Figure 1. Linear mountain belts showed in T61 swath, 

at 250 W 10 S, provide morphological evidence of a 

tectonic origin for these mountains. 

 

Mountain height and slope measurements: 

There are some available techniques for estimating 

topographic relief, include altimetry [6], stereogram-

metry [7], SARTopo (or utilizing overlapping SAR 

beams to determine heights) [8], and shape-from-

shading (or radarclinometry) [1]. Considerable pro-

gress has been made in many of these elevation meth-

ods for Titan, and regional and global maps of eleva-

tion are in progress. However, previous studies of geo-

logic mapping and mountain distribution on Titan lack 

a connection to data for mountain height and slope [2]. 

Therefore, the purpose of this study is to correlate 

analyses of mountain height and slope with global 

mountain distribution and mapping. 

 
Figure 2. Radarclinometric  trace across a mountain 

in the T61 swath, showing measured mountain height. 

 

Data and Methods: The SAR data swaths we use 

are from Titan flybys TA-T71, all those obtained from  

October 2004 to July 2010. All swaths contain some 

mountains; the only other geologic features on Titan 

for which this is true are channels (Even impact craters 

are seen less commonly, exceedingly unusual for an icy 

satellite). We are undertaking to make measurements 

for all swaths, but measurements have only been made 

in TA-T30, T43 and T61. In this study, we use shape-

from-shading, or radarclinometry, similar to the meth-
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ods used for photoclinometry, dependent on the 

backscatter expected from a given surface, to deter-

mine slopes and heights of the peaks of isolated moun-

tains and mountain chains. We assume the backscatter 

law for mountainous materials to be σ0 (i)  cos (inci-

dence angle), which gives constant backscatter across a 

range of incidence angles and agrees well with scat-

terometry results [1]. Measurements are obtained 

across mountain peaks of modest widths, typically <30 

km, using USGS ISIS software. Then, we have over-

lain these results on a global map of Titan which in-

cludes SAR swaths and global image maps of Cassini 

Imaging Science Subsystem (ISS) and Visual and In-

frared Mapping Spectrometer (VIMS) [9,10] to ana-

lyze the distribution of mountain peaks with heights 

and slopes using ArcGIS software. 

Results: The measurement of slope and height of 

a mountain is shown in Fig. 2 and the distribution and 

peak heights of mountains are shown in Fig. 3. Peaks 

range from 120 m to ~3300 m in elevation as derived 

from radarclinometry corrected for the effects of image 

resolution [1]. Summit flanks measured from these 

flybys have a maximum slope of 37
o
, and the highest 

mountains reach 3310 m. In this initial analysis, moun-

tains of varying heights are located across Titan, alt-

hough most of the maximum highest mountain peaks 

we measured so far are located in the Xanadu hum-

mocky terrain and closer to the equator. These are pre-

liminary results, more results will follow. 

Implications: Mountain height and slope analysis and 

our study of mountain distributions show that moun-

tainous features are elevated above the surrounding 

terrain. These elevated features could have resulted 

from internal processes that have raised them up, or 

from erosion having removed surrounding materials. 

Although the morphologies of Titan’s mountains, simi-

lar to mountains on Earth, indicate erosive processes 

have acted on them, the curvilinear extents (Fig. 1) of 

many mountain ranges imply their origin is tectonic, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

and perhaps contractional [5]. In contrast, extensional 

tectonism is observed on almost all icy satellites of the 

outer solar system, with little evidence of contractional 

tectonism. Our map of mountain distribution with 

height shows most of the highest mountain peaks we 

measured so far are located in Xanadu province and 

closer to the equator, which could be the result of con-

tractional energy being larger at the equator as in Mi-

tri’s model [5], however very few values are reported 

thus far. Most of Titan’s mountain belts, though curvi-

linear, do not appear to be related to impact cratering, 

unlike on other icy satellites. Their morphologies in 

most cases are less curved than on mountains related to 

impact craters, suggesting instead tectonism in their 

formation. Moreover, the mountains are always the 

locally oldest stratigraphy. Interestingly, in Xanadu, 

which is thought to be among the oldest terrains, moun-

tain peaks are among the highest seen on Titan [4] sug-

gesting erosional efficiencies are not what we might 

expect. Studies of the distributions of these features 

with height will illuminate our understanding of the 

formation and erosional evolution of the mountains on 

Titan. 
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Figure3.  

 

Mountain distribution with mountain height. 

These dots represent different mountain 

peaks and colors represent different peak 

height. This is a preliminary results which  

only shows T3, T13 and T43 swaths; more 

results will follow. 
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